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As a Marine Officer, you could be in charge of a Mach 
2 + F/A-18A, a vertical take-off Harrier or one of our 
other jets or helicopters. And you could do it by the time 
you’re 23. But it takes a special commitment on your 
part. We demand leaders at 
all levels. We teach you to be 
one. If you’re a freshman or 
sophomore, ask about our

Go farther.

undergraduate officer commissioning programs. If 
you’re a junior, check out our graduate programs. 
Starting salaries are from $17,000 to $23,000. And you 
can count on going farther...faster.

Maybe you can be one of us.
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See your Officer Selection Officer, 1stLt McGraph at the OSO Office, 707 
University Dr on October 4, 1983 or call (409) 846-2751/3138 collect.


